
Welcome to the UIC Volunteer Training site.  This presentation will give a short 
overview to the Utah Immigration Collaborative training page for volunteers who will 
be taking pro bono immigration cases. 
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Policy changes make it feel different, but the core concepts remain the same. This 
orientation will help provide information that should remain stable regardless of 
administrative policy changes.  Many of rules remain the same, important to keep the 
rules in mind because knowledge of the rules will help you present critical 
information, create a record and preserve objections that will be critical to appeals.  
While the current policy and practice may make it difficult to win some cases right 
now, the clients will have a right to appeal and we want to help volunteers take on 
those appeals or find volunteers who perhaps work only on appeals.  If you’ve 
practiced in a state or federal court governed by strict rules of procedure and 
evidence, the Immigration Court may seem less formal even a bit arbitrary, but 
knowledge of rules of procedure is helpful.  Remember, just because your objections 
are not successful, knowing how and when to make objections is helpful for the 
record at appeal.
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Immigration Judges are not Article III judges and they are not elected judges.  The 
judges who work for the Immigration Court (IC) and the Bureau of Immigration 
Appeals Judges (BIA) are all attorneys who are part of the executive branch.  These 
divisions make up the Executive Office of Immigration Review, a division of the 
Department of Justice with authority delegated and supervised by the Attorney 
General.  Immigration judges are required to be impartial, but the Attorney General 
can and has created new immigration law by certifying cases to the AG to make new 
decision.ns that set precedents in certain areas of immigration law.  The AG can also 
direct the EOIR to create new policies that can influence docketing and court 
procedure.  These decisions of the AG are subject to review by Federal Circuit Courts 
of Appeal but EOIR policies would have to be amended/revised by a new 
administration in order to change
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Immigration Courts are adversarial and the immigrant can be represented by counsel 
while the government is represented by the Department of Homeland Security.
The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) enforces immigration law and 
adjudicates immigration benefit applications.  The Immigration & Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) employs attorneys who represent the DHS in immigration court.  
ICE agents also arrest and detain immigrants who are accused of immigration law 
violations.  The U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services employs adjudicating 
officers who receive and decide immigration benefit applications like citizenship 
applications, spousal petitions, green card applications and affirmative asylum 
applications.  The Customs Border patrol officers sit have law enforcement power to 
arrest and s the executive agency that hosts the divisions that  
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The EOIR homepage is the landing page for attorneys who practice before the 
Immigration Court.  There are practice manuals that outline courtroom procedure, 
motion practice, service of process and filing protocols and deadlines.  The EOIR has 
slowly been moving towards online filing.  The Salt Lake Immigration Court should 
launch online filing for cases filed after about mid December 2020.  Cases filed prior 
to December 2020 that were filed on paper will remain paper based filings, so pro 
bono practitioners will need to understand both the online filing and paper based 
filing practices.  The EOIR does mandate that all attorneys register with the EOIR 
before entering their appearance in an immigration case.  The online registration 
requires a standard email based registration but the attorney must also appear in 
person before a local immigration clerk to show identification to the clerk in order to 
finish the registration.
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Attorneys who are licensed to practice law outside Utah can appear before the Salt 
Lake Immigration Court as long as they are a member in good standing of any bar 
recognized within the U.S.  The DHS does publish rules of ethics and a formal system 
to file ethics complaints against Immigration Judges and attorneys who practice law 
in an Immigration Court.  The DHS/EOIR have also long permitted non attorneys to 
practice immigration law before the DHS agencies and even in Immigration Court IF 
the individuals are employed by non-profit organizations and formally accredited by 
the DOJ (a process that requires individuals to demonstrate knowledge of 
immigration laws).
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The Salt Lake Court recently started using an electronic filing system.  Practitioners 
must opt in to the new system in order to be able to file a notice of appearance and 
other pleadings an motions on line with the clerk.  The system is similar to others in 
operation at the state and federal level.  It permits practitioners to directly file pdf 
motions, pleadings and briefs with the Salt Lake Immigration Court.   There will not be 
a migration of cases previously filed on paper into the electronic filing system.  Pro 
bono practitioners will need to remain versed in how to file paper documents with 
the court (via mail/courier or in person) and how to use the new electronic system.  
The fee collection system is unique.  Many of the applications that do have a cost 
require the applicant to mail in a fee to the DHS, not the Court.  There is a cost for 
appeals and some motions and the new electronic system will ultimately help 
practitioners pay those fees directly on line.  However, practitioners will need to 
remain familiar with how to remit payments by mail.
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The Immigration Court and the Bureau of Immigration Appeals both offer 
comprehensive practice manuals that provide detailed instructions in how to appear 
before the court.  There are also detailed sections describing how to enter 
appearance of counsel, pleadings and file motions and pre-hearing briefs.  The 
deadlines and requirements for certificates of service and template orders are also 
well described in the practice manual.  The practice manuals are always featured 
prominently on the EOIR homepage.  
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All removal cases begin with a Notice to Appear issued to the individual (i.e. the 
alien) who is required to appear before an immigration judge.  Individuals who are 
placed into removal proceedings can include asylum seekers who presented 
themselves at the border to request asylum and individuals who may have lived 
inside the U.S. for many years (with lawful status or without) who are caught by 
immigration authorities and put in removal proceedings.  The DHS files this Notice to 
Appear (NTA) and list factual allegations describing the individual’s non-U.S. citizen 
status, any violations of immigration law and grounds for their inadmissibility or 
removability. 
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The individual who is charged with being ‘removable’ will (with or without the help of 
counsel),  have to enter a pleading to the factual and legal charges listed on the 
Notice to Appear.  The format is unique to the immigration administrative law forum 
and it can take a bit of getting used to, but your mentor and the practice manuals will 
help all pro bono counsel become more familiar with the process and procedure.  
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Immigration law is a distinct set of laws passed by Congress that practitioners refer to 
as the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA).  It is codified at 8 USC, but many 
practitioners will use the INA citations that omit mention of the US code when they 
discuss the law, but pleadings will generally list both citations.  The INA sets forth 
unique definitions, outlines the system of benefits available to immigrants (i.e. 
aliens), all legal grounds for prosecuting violations of the law, rules of evidence and 
court procedure.  The terminology can feel disorienting or confusing at the outset, 
but it can be helpful to know that the laws and procedures are in a central location.  
Because the DHS has the authority to detain individuals charged with removability or 
inadmissibility in immigration court, the statutes also describe whether those 
individuals are eligible for bond, motions for bond and the process for posting bond.  
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Because Immigration Law is administrative law, there is a large body of federal 
regulations that offer official agency interpretation of the Immigration and Nationality 
Act.  The regulations can be found online at 8 CFR.  The regulations that govern 
Immigration Court practice (8 CFR 1240) and asylum law (8 CFR 208) are particularly 
significant.  
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The asylum regulations are lengthy but they are also quite descriptive. Although case 
law remains critical to the practice of asylum law, it is also essential for practitioners 
to understand the regulations, how they allocate burdens of proof and how they 
define certain concepts.  
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Immigration case law is administrative case law.  The largest body of case law is set by 
the Bureau of Immigration Appeals, the first stage of review of all decisions made by 
Immigration Court Judges across the country.  The BIA is not regional, it is national 
and so all individuals who appear in immigration court have the right to directly 
appeal any decision made by an Immigration Judge to the BIA, a body of judges who 
sit in Virginia.  The BIA offers both unpublished, non-precedent decisions and 
published precedent.  The published cases can be accessed directly via the EOIR 
website’s online library.   They are not searchable on the site, but the online library 
does offer several indexes to the opinions.  Westlaw and Lexis both offer the ability to 
search published and non-published decisions, although it is helpful to narrow the 
search to the administrative law/immigration law federal database.  Published BIA 
decisions are also available via other search engines like Fastcase, Casemaker and 
even Google Scholar.  A research service called IRAC also offers annual indexes to 
non-published cases.  Although BIA decisions are centralized and not regional, they 
can be appealed directly to the U.S. Court of Appeals and those appeals are regional 
and must be appealed to the circuit court that has jurisdiction over the Immigration 
Court where the original decision was made.  The body of Federal Circuit Court and 
even Supreme Court precedent can bog down a general case law search, especially 
with respect to asylum law cases. 
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BIA opinions have a unique citation format and are usually quite short.  They will 
generally sum up case law precedent but not usually survey U.S. Circuit Court case 
law, although there are many situations where Circuits Court will split on a point of 
immigration law, often asylum law, and the large body of BIA cases (published and 
unpublished) and appellate law is what makes immigration law so complex. 
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Because there are so many sources of Immigration Law, most practitioners will use 
treatises that centralize and update the case law and regulatory/policy changes on a 
regular basis.  They can be expensive but invaluable.  Your mentor will have access to 
these treatises, but if you or your firm wants to take on more than one pro bono case 
in this field, the purchase of a treatise is strongly encouraged.  
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Most immigration practitioners will also purchase memberships in Immigration Law 
professional associations.  These groups offer trainings, discounts on purchase of 
treatises and in the asylum law field, groups can share template briefs, country 
conditions research and expert opinions used in asylum law cases.  
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It is easy for immigration law practitioners to forget how foreign some of the terms 
and concepts used in immigration law can be to beginners.  The next few slides will 
give a bit of basic orientation but please do not hesitate to contact your mentor for 
clarification on any concept that you do not understand.
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The Immigration Court process does permit individuals to apply to stay in the U.S. and 
avoid removal/deportation.  Individuals who are found inside the U.S. without proof 
that they were inspected on their way into the U.S. are more likely to be detained and 
they can be subject to expedited removal (where they can articulate a fear of 
persecution but not apply for other forms of relief).  However, individuals who have 
resided in the U.S. for a long time without significant criminal activity may be able to 
apply to stay in the U.S.  Sometimes they apply for relief directly with the court by 
applying to cancel their removal or applying for asylum or withholding of removal, 
but sometimes they may be eligible for other relief, like a special visa granted to 
individuals who may be children who are victims of parental neglect/abuse, or adult 
victims of criminal activity or human trafficking. 
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Individuals who have acquired a temporary visa and who were inspected and 
admitted lawfully into the U.S. can be placed into removal proceedings if they violate 
the terms of their stay or if their stay ends but they chose not to leave the U.S.  The 
inspection/admission can alter some of the initial procedure and burdens in Court, 
but many individuals who entered the U.S. lawfully will often end up in a situation 
similar to those who entered without inspection.  If they can apply for a special form 
of relief, like asylum, cancellation of removal, a green card based on marriage or a 
special visa given to victims of certain crimes, they will apply to stay.  If they are not 
eligible for this form of relief, they may have to agree to voluntarily depart the U.S. 
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When an individual holds an employment authorization document/work permit, it is 
often evidence of a form of status.  Clients who are applying to stay with the 
Immigration Court may qualify to work lawfully while they await a final hearing.  
Clients will often need to apply to renew these permits on a yearly basis. 
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The difference between a refugee and asylee is often confusing to non-immigration 
practitioners.  Both refugees and asylees have the burden to proved they are eligible 
for designation under US law for protection as ‘refugees’ by proving that they are 
“outside” their country of nationality and then also proving that they are “unable or 
unwilling to return to, and is unable or unwilling to avail himself or herself of the 
protection of, that country because of persecution or a well-founded fear of 
persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social 
group, or political opinion.” INA 101(a)(42).  Refugees request protection from ANY 
government under international law and may be assigned to the U.S. for resettlement 
because the U.S. has agreed to accept refugees who apply for protection in other 
parts of the world.  An asylee is and individual who claims to be a refugee, but that 
individual is asserting the claim within the U.S. or at the U.S. border.  That is why the 
only difference between the terms is the place of application because both asylees
and refugees have identical burdens of proof that they warrant protection by the U.S. 
law.  
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Non-citizens who live in the U.S. all have different forms of immigration status.  The 
Lawful Permanent Resident status i.e. green card status is the status just below U.S. 
citizenship.  All non-citizens must pass through this status before they can be eligible 
to apply for U.S. citizenship.  This includes spouses of citizens who wish to immigrate 
to the U.S., refugees and asylees and other visa holders (victim visas like T and U visas 
and temporary workers who want longer term ‘immigrant visa’ status).
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U.S. citizens cannot be deported/removed from the U.S. unless the DHS can prove in 
a federal court that the citizen committed fraud to obtain U.S. citizenship.  It is for this 
reason that the charging document will usually begin with an allegation that the 
individual is not already a U.S. citizen.  It is possible to be a U.S. citizen and not have 
proof of citizenship.  Obviously, individuals who are born inside the U.S. would offer a 
U.S. birth record as proof of citizenship.
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